
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It is in a case _______ this that prohibition is so inconvenient.1. like

He looked _______ angry _______ he felt.2. as as

They was about _______ old _______ he.3. as as

This virtue, _______ the rest, derives its value from its tendency to promote
the happiness of life.
4. like

Insults hurled at himself he did not mind, but for such words to be uttered
about his mother in a place _______ this was beyond endurance.
5.

like

She is _______ clever _______ she is beautiful.6. as as

She was therefore compelled, _______ many others, to avail herself of the
protection of convoy.
7. like

But at a time _______ this, there would be three sentries, carefully spotted.8. like

His eyes are very small, and, _______ most nocturnal animals, he sees but
indifferently; but in the two senses of smell and hearing he is one of the
sharpest.

9. like

It was a most ludicrous sight, the _______ of which I had never seen!10. like

His face began to expand, and a smile broke out on it, the _______ of
which had never before been seen.
11. like

She jumped up _______ a flash, and her face was quite red.12. like

Each one is _______ dead _______ the other.13. as as

Again, such as they are, these stories, _______ everything else, can both
harm and profit, according to the disposition of the listener.
14. like

I sat _______ if I had been turned to stone.15. as
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There was a nervous tension on the ship, the _______ of which I have
experienced not more than a dozen times in all my years.
16. like

How dared he take advantage of her agony and weakness at a time
_______ this, and insult her with his professions!
17.

like

New-comers among the nations, you desire, _______ the rest, to have a
history.
18. like

He was not one to be lacking in gratitude or appreciation, and he sent
admiring glances about his well, for it was more _______ a well than a valley.
19.

like

His hand shook _______ he did so.20. as
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